Altro drain strainer cover
5” drain strainer cover for Zurn ZW01/07-09-1 5” floor drain
For ease in creating a modified drain with preexisting assemblies

updated 10/21/19

for Zurn ZW01/07-09-1 5” drain

Brushed + foil

Part number
ASF ADSC 5Z
Drawing dimensions
Millimeters
Material
Brushed stainless steel
Finish
#4
Tolerance
ISO 2798 - 1m - 2L
Fixing
#8-32x1/2” flat head
Drawing
dimensions:
Phillips
machine Millimeters
screws (3)
Material:
Brushed
stainless
steel
Flow
capacity
with cover
1.2L/sec (19gpm)
Finish: #4
Tolerance: ISO 2798 - 1m - 2L
800 377 5597 USA / 800 565 4658 CAN
support@altroﬂoors.com

For technical support please call and speak
with our Technical Services department.

www.altro.com

Altro drain strainer cover
5” drain strainer cover for Watts FD -100 and Mifab F1000 5” floor drains
For ease in creating a modified drain with preexisting assemblies

updated 10/21/19

for Watts FD-100 and Miffab F1000 5” drains

Part number
ASF ADSC 5MW
Drawing dimensions
Millimeters
Material
Brushed stainless steel
Finish
#4
Tolerance
ISO 2798 - 1m - 2L
Fixing
#10-24x1/2” Flat head
Phillips
machine Millimeters
screws (3)
Drawing
dimensions:
Flow
capacity
with cover
Material:
Brushed
stainless
steel
1.2L/sec (19gpm)
Finish: #4
Tolerance: ISO 2798 - 1m - 2L
800 377 5597 USA / 800 565 4658 CAN

Altro drain strainer covers

For ease in creating a modified drain with preexisting assemblies

support@altroﬂoors.com

For technical support please call and speak
with our Technical Services department.

www.altro.com

Detail diagrams on altro.com

For Altro flooring to be successfully installed in wet areas (i.e. kitchens, showers, bathrooms, etc.), all
penetrations must be finished properly to prevent moisture from leaking under the floor. Ideally, this
is done with a surface membrane clamping drain.
Previously, when a surface membrane clamping drain was not an option, the installer was required
to perform an on-site modification of the preexisting drain in order to enable the flooring to be
mechanically fastened in place. Our drain strainer covers are intended as an additional solution
to modifying an existing non-surface membrane clamping drain to become a surface membrane
clamping drain. This is achieved using our proprietary strainer cover manufactured to fit an existing
non-surface membrane clamping drain. Our cover is specially designed to match the screw hole
locations in the drain body of the non-clamping drain and its strainer.
For complete and detailed instructions on how to properly install Altro flooring in wet
environments, please refer to the Altro flooring installation guide.
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For technical support please call and speak
with our Technical Services department.

